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UV LED native luminescence in visible wavelengths was observed to slowly decay. 
These luminescence properties were investigated providing fundamental 
understandings in time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy excited by LEDs instead of 
Nitrogen lasers or Xenon flash lamps.  
 

Time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) technique utilizing UV excited long-lived (1-2000 µs) 

luminescent probes and time-delayed detection can provide effective suppression of 

autofluorescence backgrounds promoting biomedical detection capabilities[1-3]. We found 

ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diodes (LEDs) providing sufficient power for TRF spectroscopy as low 

cost and easily pulsed excitation sources to replace routinely used Nitrogen lasers or xenon flash 

lamps[4]. Unexpectedly, we observed the visible (~470 nm to ~750 nm, center at ~ 530 nm to 560 

nm) slowly decaying luminescence emit from 3 types of recently available Nichia UV LEDs: 

NSHU550E (375 nm, 1 mW), NSHU550B (365 nm, 2 mW) and NCCU033E (365 nm, 100 mW), as 

these luminescence can contribute backgrounds to visibility of UV LED excited TRF signals. We 

found these luminecence decaying in 2nd order exponential profiles but mainly in lifetime of 20 µs ~ 

30µs through a optical chopper based time-resolved setup. Take new-generation low-power UV 

LED NSHU 550B as example: when injected 100 µs, 120 mA pulsed currents at 700 Hz, Figure 1a 

shows two time-resolved spectra of UV LED native emissions driven by pulsed currents of 100 mA 

and 20 mA respectively, except the second spiked emissions around ~694 nm, the emissions at 

other wavelengths has been saturated by 20 mA current; Figure 1b displayed these luminescence 

intensity-decaying waveforms with 2nd order exponential curve fitting results. Table 1 listed time-

resolved luminescence characteristics of three models of UV LEDs: UV emission to time-resolved 

visible emission ratios, parameters of the time-resolved luminescence lifetimes, and injection 

current levels at 85% of time-resolved emission maximum. The overall time-resolved emissions are 

usually several hundreds to tens of thousands of folds of UV emissions. Further more these time-

resolved emissions increased rapidly in fairly low injection currents (several milli-amperes) and 

became steady under the large injection current pulses. Applications employing LED sources to 

replace routinely used Lamps or Lasers sources are attractive in the cost, reduced size and 

simplified designing, operation and maintenances. In our recent research of new-generation TRF 

applications, these ~470 nm to ~750 nm broadband time-resolved emissions contributed 

considerate backgrounds; Although this emission peak is less than one of several thousands of UV 
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peak, the integrated emission is considerable comparing to integrated UV emissions for ultra-high 

sensitive biomedical analysis. As investigation results of these LED native emission characteristics, 

a UV transmitting but visible absorptive optics was designed to generate an ideally instant-off UV 

excitation pulses for TRF applications. 
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Figure 1 Time-resolved emission characteristics of the new-generation 2 mW 365 nm LED 

Table 1 Time-resolved LED native emission characteristics 
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NSHU550E 1638 222 3769 520   20 80 0.97 0.03 4. 5 

NSHU550B 2197 412 9378 1680   20 460 0.94 0.06 4. 5 
NCCE 033   2219 291 11426 1433 30 120 0.85 0.15 40 
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